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THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
in poster sessions
KAUST University Library ePoster Service
The start of the project
 The idea was fully supported by University Leadership and other stake holders
 Selected Post Docs and Students were involved from the beginning
 Have trialed three poster systems including the one chosen
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Library e-poster as service
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Access to the system (uploading capabilities)
Online support through the Vendor and Library
Hardware and connectivity support from IT (AV)
Provision of display screens
Library space for sessions
Digital preservation to KAUST Research Repository
Training on e-poster creation (forth coming with Skills Lab)
THE DIGITAL Advantage
 Ahead of the trend – digital campus
 No Printing required – Go Green 
 Author can update anytime
 Zooming and touch screen functions 
 Audio and video capabilities
 Animations and Simulations
 Posters available via Website
 Compatible with multiple devices
 Digital Preservation to Research Repository 
 Online and offline voting capabilities
 Statistics and reporting
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Conclusion
ePoster presentations engage the audience better; they are more 
interactive, dynamic and informative as a result of incorporating high 
resolution images and videos (with associated zoom capabilities) and 
audio. In addition, the elimination of print and poster mounting aligns 
with KAUST commitment to environmental stewardship and open 
access to scientific output through a direct upload of content to the 
Research Repository. Interest in ePosters is expanding; this has seen 
the Library involved in associated skills training and outreach.
Academia is notably behind this practitioner-driven trend. KAUST 
Library believes that, by rolling out an ePoster system to the University, 
it is the first campus in the world to offer this as a campus-wide 
solution, truly reflecting a digital smart campus vision of KAUST
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